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**Requirement**
Progress in development of joint for the last decade based on joint resistivity

- Integrated joint piece + low-temp. heat treatment
- \(<3\) hours for joining process, \(\sim3\) p\(\Omega\)m\(^2\)
- Satisfy the required performance.

**Joint performance**
- Segment-fabrication of HTS helical coils
- Quality assessment
- Relationship between contact area and contact resistance based on X-ray CT scan for three joint configurations

**Integrated joint piece + low-temp. heat treatment**
- \(<3\) hours for joining process, \(\sim3\) p\(\Omega\)m\(^2\)
- Satisfy the required performance.

**Range of contact resistance can be predicted from contact area using X-ray CT scan**
- Perform quality control of the joints during fabrication process at room temperature